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Abstract. While there is some work on supraliminal steganography, its
definition makes it problematic in several respects. We deconstruct and
sharpen the definition to create assured supraliminal steganography. The
taxonomy and definition of assured supraliminal steganography are illus-
trated by hiding messages in computer games. We discuss four stegano-
graphic computer game implementations, and present the results of an
experiment needed to ascertain whether or not a supraliminal method is
actually assured supraliminal steganography. The results showed that it
was possible to embed assured supraliminal messages into the four game
implementations, and extract the messages with no or minimal errors.

1 Introduction

Most steganography research relies on subliminal techniques, hiding information
by making unobtrusive changes to some cover object like a data file. But what
if the “hidden” information is hidden in plain sight? The techniques for doing
this are far less studied. We present novel techniques for hiding information in
plain sight in computer games.

In the field of information hiding, the Prisoners’ Problem [27] is a common
method of describing steganographic channels. Alice and Bob have been put
in jail and would like to communicate an escape plan to each other. The war-
den, who is often called Wendy, will allow Alice and Bob to exchange messages
provided that she does not suspect they are hiding escape plans in innocuous
messages. If she discovers that they are passing secret messages, she will elim-
inate all communication. Wendy can be one of three types of warden: passive,
active, or malicious. A passive warden simply watches the messages as they pass
between Alice and Bob – she cannot change or delete the messages, nor spoof
either Alice or Bob to the other, nor can she inject new messages into the mes-
sage stream. An active warden is allowed to change a small amount of data in
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each message (one bit in 100 has been suggested as a suitably small amount [3])
but cannot add or delete messages to the message stream. A malicious warden
can change all or part of a message, delete or add new message and also spoof
Alice to Bob and vice versa. This last type of warden is not considered in this
work because supraliminal channels are only defined using an active warden [3].

Supraliminal steganography uses a perceptually significant channel to trans-
mit a secret message [3]. The goal is to convince Wendy that the secret message
is innocuous, such as noise in a still image.1 Subliminal steganography, on the
other hand, occurs when the message is hidden in perceptually insignificant parts
of the channel, such as changing the value of the least significant bit (LSB) of an
image or audio file [6,23]. The basic tenets of a supraliminal channel are that it
must be robust in that making small changes to the channel will not eradicate
the message; the channel must be inconspicuous, which means that knowledge
of the channel must not imply knowledge of the existence of the message; finally,
the channel must be blatant, meaning that the message must be available to
anyone who has access to the channel [3]. Furthermore, Wendy may only be an
active and not a malicious warden, which means that she can only make small
changes to the image. This restriction is valid because it is unlikely that Wendy
would be able to make significant changes to each image under the assumption
that a large number of images are exchanged between Alice and Bob.

Deconstructing supraliminal. The original definition of supraliminal steganogra-
phy is due to Craver [3], but problems arise in practice when trying to pin down
what constitutes “supraliminal.”

First, the level of interpretation must be defined. For example, a bit conveyed
by the presence or absence of a teacup in a digital picture may be easily seen
as supraliminal in terms of a human viewing the rendered image. Such semantic
interpretation of the teacup’s existence in the image is known as content–aware
steganography [1]. However, there is also a representation of that teacup in the
image file that is unseen directly by the human, so it can be argued to also
be subliminal from that level of interpretation. Indeed, we conjecture that all
digital supraliminal messages must have some subliminal component.

Second, the very terms “subliminal” and “supraliminal” are linked to (human)
perception. In some cases, it is clear that a steganography technique is sublimi-
nal because of what is known about human physiology. Beyond those cases, and
especially as we consider supraliminal steganography, we think that there is a
spectrum of perceptibility, and in many instances user studies are warranted to
ascertain whether a steganographic technique is truly supra- or subliminal to a
human. Such user studies are not a typical feature in steganography, though.

Third, the limits on the warden’s possible actions with respect to the channel
must be well defined in the same way as security research defines threat models.
This is necessary to understand, when we claim a channel is “robust,” what it
is robust with respect to.
1 We use images as examples initially due to their familiarity; we turn to games later
in this section.
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Application to computer games. In the remainder of this paper, we illustrate
how supraliminal messages may be conveyed in even simple computer games. To
address the issues mentioned above, we strengthen Craver’s original definition
to create what we call assured supraliminal steganography. This inherits the
original properties – that the channel be robust, blatant, and inconspicuous
– but adds the proviso that we assure the channel is human-perceptible (and
therefore supraliminal in the true sense) because a human is able to see enough
to extract the message manually, if necessary. We do not preclude the human
being a trained operator; recall that trained humans once routinely sent and
received Morse code. Furthermore, historical accounts of early steganographic
techniques such as the tattooed slave’s head [16] required a trained operator to
both embed and retrieve the message.

The level of interpretation (for both the intended message receiver and the
warden) is the game interface as used by a human playing the game. A message
may or may not be extractable by looking at network packets or a browser-based
game’s JavaScript code, but that lies outside our threat model.

Finally, the warden may actively make changes on the recipient’s end in
order to impede or destroy any steganographic channel, but gameplay cannot be
altered as a result.

Assured supraliminal steganography in games has a natural taxonomy that
we follow in this paper, that derives from how a human extracts a message. If
the message may be perceived in its entirety initially without starting to play
the game, we call such a steganographic method static. If, on the other hand, the
message may only be perceived (in whole or part) while the human is actively
playing the game, this is a dynamic method. Note that a static method does
not imply a limited number of bits conveyed, because a message can be split
statically across multiple games or levels.

Section 2 discusses related work; Sects. 3 and 4 present our implementations
of static and dynamic assured supraliminal steganography, respectively; Sect. 5
concludes.

2 Related Work

As mentioned, supraliminal steganography was proposed by Craver et al. in
1998 [3]; the same authors proved that the concept is viable in a video applica-
tion [4] (with some limitations), and a wireless device application [14]. Further-
more, it was shown that audio files can contain supraliminal channels [5].

Online gaming has become increasingly popular with the advent of social
networking applications that allow physically distant participants to participate
in a single game. The communication channels that exist within such games have
inadvertently provided a covert channel that may be used for communication
during gameplay. The communication, while generally covert, is used to collude
with other players with the intention of winning the game [20].

Research into using games as covert channels has spanned the depth and
breadth of available games. Combinatorial games, which are those games where
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chance does not play a role and the player has perfect information about possible
moves, have seen particular focus. Hernandez-Castro et al. used the combina-
torial game of Go to test a general methodology for embedding messages in
games [10]. Similarly, Ritchey and Rego used the game Tic-Tac-Toe as the basis
for a steganographic combinatorial game [25].

Many of these successful steganographic methods passed messages relating to
strategy and collusion between team members, although not always in a digital
representation of the game. Examples of research into collusion in a digital game
exist; Murdoch and Zieliński embedded messages into an online game of Connect
Four, with the intention of colluding with team members in order to win an
online tournament [20]. Shirali-Shahreza and Shirali-Shahreza used a Sudoku
puzzle sent via SMS to hide messages [15]; this shows that the digital game need
not be combinatorial nor multiplayer. Online first–person shooter games were
the cover for Zander et al.’s steganographic method [28]. They embedded the
message bits within slight variations of a game character’s movements, which
has the possibility of being perceived by a human, although this possibility was
not addressed in their paper.

The majority of the research mentioned thus far has assumed that the parties
exchanging messages must play the game in order to communicate – our defi-
nition of dynamic methods encompasses these games. Several examples for our
definition of static methods (i.e., those that do not require gameplay to embed
or extract the message) exist within current research. Lee et al. embedded mes-
sages in a maze with hidden walls [12]. The maze is displayed on the screen, with
hidden walls containing the message bits, and once so displayed, the message can
be retrieved (electronically) without solving the maze.

The related work cited here does not allow for human extraction of the mes-
sages in the cases of messages that have been digitally encoded into the game.
Furthermore, many of the examples here have assumed a multiplayer paradigm
in which collusion for the purposes of winning has been the main goal. Our work
focuses on generic messages from one person to another in all game modali-
ties, not simply multiplayer. Furthermore, we allow for human extraction of the
message. In the following sections, we present cases in which both static and
dynamic gaming methods may be used to hide a message that can be extracted
by a human without using digital methods.

3 Static Methods

Aspects of the definition of assured supraliminal steganography are brought out
by examining two of the static methods we implemented, for Breakout and two
types of Solitaire.

3.1 Breakout

Our first example, Breakout, is illustrative of several points in our definition of
assured supraliminal steganography.
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Fig. 1. Breakout with a hidden message

Breakout originally appeared in 1976 [7] and has had many clones and descen-
dants. The game is straightforward: a player, using a ball that they keep in play
using a paddle, tries to hit (and thereby remove) all the colored blocks arranged
in lines on the far end of the screen (Fig. 1). Once all the colored blocks are
removed, the player progresses to the next level.

Our embedding method encodes a message using the color of blocks.2 With
C = 4 colors, a small number of colors to allow easy discernment by a human,
we can represent the bytes of a message M as base C numbers, meaning we
need �logC 256� blocks to represent each byte of M . MC denotes M as a base C
number. The colors are read from left to right, top to bottom; red, green, blue,
and yellow represent the values 0 through 3, respectively. A level in our game
has NR = 5 rows, where each row is of length |R| = 12.

The embedded message E is preceded in each level by a random nonce N ,
where |N | and |R| are relatively prime to try to avoid obvious repeating patterns.
N serves to ensure that a message will appear differently even if the same message
is embedded in different levels. The ith digit of E (in base C), where i indexes
digits of a number from left (i = 0) to right, is encoded as EC [i] = (MC [i] +
N [i mod |N |]) mod |C|.

Figure 1 contains the message “Hello world” using the encoding in Table 1.
The randomly chosen nonce value, 2011 2231 1311 1101, occupies the first 11
blocks. The next four blocks, green-red-yellow-green, correspond to 1031;
2 Our browser-based JavaScript implementation is based on [26].
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Table 1. (Partial) Breakout message encoding; underlining indicates where the nonce
value starts being reused

Character ASCII,
Base 4

Base 4 Encoding with
Nonce (Colors)

H 1020 2011 (BRGG)
e 1211 2231 (BBYG)
l 1230 1311 (GYGG)
l 1230 1101 (GGRG)
o 1233 1033 (GRYY)
...

...
...

subtracting the first four nonce values from each digit modulo 4, respectively,
gives us 1020, which is the base 4 representation of ASCII “H.” The last five
blocks are unneeded to encode the message and their colors are selected
randomly.

As described, an embedded message could be altered or destroyed by the
warden. So long as the colors are decorative only, the warden could change them
arbitrarily. To counter this, our version of Breakout makes each block color worth
a different number of points; changing the colors would thus change gameplay
and is outside the scope of what the warden can do.

Breakout also illustrates a static method that can convey an unlimited num-
ber of bits. Although a single level only has NR × R − |N | blocks available for
encoding, a longer message can be split across multiple levels. The message on
each level can be read off by a human without active gameplay, making this
static assured supraliminal steganography.

3.2 Solitaire

Solitaire computer card games are well known to Windows users, and there
are an enormous number of variants: PySolFC 2.0, the Python-based solitaire
game we modified to add steganographic capability, boasts over 1000 solitaire
games [24].

We consider single-deck (i.e., 52-card) games here.3 The exact layout of the
cards is immaterial; for our purposes, all that matters is that there are zero or
more cards face-up (implying their suit and rank are visible) on the layout, and
that any leftover cards unused in the layout are kept in a stock pile that may be
revealed in a controlled manner by the player. This varies by game. For example,
Freecell has all 52 cards face-up in the layout, and no stock; Klondike has seven
cards face-up, with 24 cards in the stock that can be revealed one by one.4

Our encoding scheme only considers cards that are face-up or ones that may
be revealed from the stock; the number of these cards is denoted N in this
section. While hidden cards in the layout may be revealed through play, there
3 We follow card terminology and Solitaire rules given in [18].
4 At least in the variant we consider here.
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are often multiple moves that a player can make in Solitaire at any given time;
choosing the “wrong” move would render the hidden message unextractable.

We use the permutation of the N cards as the basis for encoding, and given
that there are N ! permutations, this allows us �log2 N !� bits per game. This
is 225 bits for Freecell, 112 bits for Klondike. For reference, 224 bits is the
minimum key size for elliptic curve cryptography recommended by NIST until
the year 2030 [21].

Assigning each suit a number (0 = ♣, 1 = ♠, 2 = ♥, 3 = ♦), we can calculate
a unique numerical value for each card by computing suit × 13 + rank . Reading
the N cards in a known order (e.g., for Freecell, from left to right, top to bottom
of the layout) thus gives us a sequence of unique numbers that may be inter-
preted as a permutation. Assuming that there is some way to order all possible
permutations, the message M as a number would then identify a specific permu-
tation of cards. On the recipient’s side, the N cards’ values can clearly be read
by a human, and the card layout cannot be changed on that end by the warden
without affecting gameplay, making this assured supraliminal steganography. We
list this as a static method, but in fact the static/dynamic classification actually
depends on the exact Solitaire variant: Freecell is static, but Klondike requires
the player to play and cycle through the stock cards.

The only issue is how to convert a number to a permutation, and vice versa.
Following an observation by Lehmer [13], one made much earlier by Laisant [11],
we convert M to its equivalent value M! in a factorial number system. The
digits of M! can be read to identify a specific permutation of cards. In reverse,
the cards’ permutation is used to find M!, which can be converted to M .

This is best illustrated with an example. If M = 43, then M! = 13 0 1 0,
because 43 = (1×4!)+(3×3!)+(0×2!)+(1×1!)+(0×0!) or, equivalently, each
digit of M! has a different base, so 43 = 15 34 03 12 01. Conversion is a minor
variation on normal base-to-base conversion; we omit the details. Given the
cards (4♣,A♠, 3♥,Q♥, 9♦), these correspond to the ordered sequence of num-
bers (3, 13, 28, 37, 47). Reading the digits of M! from left to right gives us indices
into this ordered sequence (numbered from 0 . . . 4) to arrive at a permutation.
The first digit of M!, 1, selects and removes 13 from the sequence; 3 selects and
removes 47 (which is now at index 3); 0 selects/removes 3; 1 yields 37, and finally
0 trivially selects 28. The permutation for M is thus (A♠, 9♦, 4♣,Q♥, 3♥). The
reverse process can convert the card permutation into M!, knowing the original
ordered sequence, and from there to M .

Applications of permutations in subliminal steganography already exist, e.g.
[2,8,9], but our implementation highlights how permutations may be used to
provide assured supraliminal steganography.

Finally, we observe that the unpermuted cards need not be in sorted order,
so long as Alice and Bob agree on the same unpermuted order. We found this
steganographic method gave the best results in terms of appearing to be a ran-
dom deal when the unpermuted deck was shuffled to begin with.
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4 Dynamic Methods

Moving to dynamic assured supraliminal steganography, we present methods
we implemented for Pong and Pac-Man before showing the results of an experi-
ment to determine if these methods met our assured supraliminal steganography
definition.

4.1 Pong

Pong, released by Atari in arcade format in 1972 [7], was one of the first video
games. Based on the physical game of table tennis, or ping-pong, there are four
game elements (Fig. 2): two paddles, one per player, where each player can move
their paddle up and down vertically; a ball that bounces back and forth and
must be kept in play; a board, divided in half by a line indicating the net. It is
interesting that, even in so rudimentary a game, there are several possibilities
for conveying hidden messages.

Our Java implementation of Pong is played across the network via TCP.
Recall that the level of interpretation here is at the game interface, not the
network level.

For steganographic purposes, the sender’s paddle is divided into three areas.
The ball hitting the top of the paddle indicates a 1 bit, the bottom of the
paddle indicates a 0 bit, and the middle is used to convey that a message is
starting or stopping. Each message begins with the preamble mid-mid-mid-mid-
top-bottom and terminates with mid-mid-mid-mid-bottom-top. On the sender’s
end, the message M to transit is entered in a text box, at which point the
sender’s paddle becomes automated and moves such that M is transmitted.
The only problem is if the sender’s paddle hits the end of the board and is
unable to send the appropriate value; we simply ignore ball contact when the
paddle is in this position. The length of M is unlimited, at least in theory, because
continued gameplay can send any number of bits (in practice, we concede that
Pong’s novelty value likely makes it suitable only for small values of |M |).

The need to have a human interpret the hidden message is really a limiting
factor in Pong, with the few game elements there are to commandeer for stegano-
graphic purposes. An earlier version we had a much higher bit rate, by using the
difference in y coordinates between the ball and the paddle to send information,

Fig. 2. Pong
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but this value is too fine-grained for a human to discern during gameplay, and
automatic extraction was required in that earlier version.

4.2 Pac-Man

There are few video games that truly can be called iconic, and Pac-Man is one
of them. The goal is for the Pac-Man to clear each level of dots, whilst avoiding
the four non-player characters, who are better known as the ghosts. While each
of the ghosts chases Pac-Man differently, their behavior is deterministic, and this
lack of randomness led players to memorize patterns so that Pac-Man could com-
pletely avoid ghosts during the game [22]. Future Pac-Man sequels, such as Ms.
Pac-Man, remedied this with ‘less evidently deterministic’ ghost movement [17,
page 77].

In our Java implementation, based on Ms. Pac-Man 2010 [19], we hide a
message M into ghost movement. Variation from deterministic ghost movement
would be fairly easy to spot, of course. Fortunately, whenever Pac-Man eats a
so-called power pill and the ghosts get scared, they start to move randomly, to
make it more challenging for Pac-Man to catch them. In our version, whenever
ghosts get scared, they start transmitting M . A ghost transmits a bit whenever
it reaches an intersection with three or more paths, where it has a choice of two
or more directions to go to.

Suppose that a ghost reaches an intersection and would like to transmit a
single bit. Such an intersection must have at least three paths leading to it, and
the ghost must choose a direction in which to continue. Note that in the original
game the ghost cannot move back in the direction where it came from. We define
1-direction as the direction where the ghost transmits a 1 bit, and 0-direction as
the direction where the ghost transmits a 0 bit. For each intersection type, the
1-direction is unique, and is dependent on where the ghost came from (Fig. 3).
The 0-direction is any direction that is not a 1-direction. For an intersection of
three paths, the 0-direction is unique, whereas every intersection of four paths
has two 0-directions.

Each intersection might have four possible directions: up, right, down, and
left. To find a 1-direction, starting from the up direction, the 1-direction is the
first direction in clockwise order that (a) exists for a particular intersection; and

Fig. 3. Finding 1- and 0-directions in Pac-Man
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Fig. 4. Pac-Man maze overlaid with the pixel tracker

(b) is not a direction where the ghost came from. Note that according to this
definition, left cannot be a 1-direction, and up can never be a 0-direction.

In Fig. 3, on the left, the up direction does not exist, and the ghost itself comes
from the right, making the 1-direction downwards. In the rightmost image, no
such complications exist, and the 1-direction is upwards, with the other two
paths 0-directions.

As for the drawbacks of this approach, the most significant one is the low
embedding rate. The scared mode does not last for long, and gets shorter as
the player progresses through the levels. Furthermore, the Pac-Man maze has
only four power pills in it. Multiple levels are obviously needed to transmit
any substantive message and, apart from Pac-Man savants, multiple games are
also likely necessary. Correspondingly, our implementation recalls how much of
the message is transmitted, so it can resume at that point during the next
game. Although gameplay strategy is outside the scope of assured supraliminal
steganography for games, a player receiving a message should not interfere with
transmission, and thus must avoid scared ghosts rather than eat them for bonus
points. This strategy might seem unusual to an outside observer.

While the ultimate goal is manual message extraction, and certainly the
player can see the ghosts transmitting the message, manually following two or
more ghosts is challenging. This is especially obvious when it comes to ordering:
when multiple ghosts reach intersections almost at the same time, which is trans-
mitting first? Furthermore, the more ghosts we are able to have transmitting,
the greater the embedding rate.
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Fig. 5. A ghost overlapping a spy point

To try to address this and explore the limits of manual extraction, we devel-
oped a program we call a pixel tracker as a tool to assist with manual extraction.5

We start the Pac-Man game, pause it, then carefully position the pixel tracker’s
transparent window over the Pac-Man maze and unpause the game. In other
words, the pixel tracker is completely independent of the Pac-Man game. Figure 4
shows the maze overlaid with the pixel tracker window. The pixel tracker will
highlight an intersection where a ghost appears by pointing to it with a mouse
cursor arrow (↖). Where several ghosts reach intersections at the same time, the
arrow will jump back and forth rapidly between those intersections. The arrows
remain in place until a different intersection needs highlighting, i.e., they only
signal ghosts arriving, not leaving.

The pixel tracker works by leveraging observations about color. The ghosts
are normally brightly colored. Whenever ghosts get scared, they turn blue; when
the power pill’s effect expires, the ghosts flash gray. The pixel tracker’s trans-
parent window contains what we call a spy at each intersection of the maze. The
spy is a single pixel located within an intersection. The locations must be chosen
carefully to avoid false positives, because when not scared, the ghosts’ eyes are
blue and the eyelids are gray. Also, some of the bonus objects appearing on the
maze periodically, like cherries, use gray as well. A different pixel tracker overlay
is needed for each different Pac-Man maze. Figure 5 shows a ghost overlapping
a spy.

4.3 Experiments

For the static assured supraliminal steganography methods in Sect. 3, it was
clear that a human could see the elements used to convey the hidden message:
the colors in Breakout and the card values in Solitaire were plainly visible. The
same is not as obvious for dynamic methods. For these methods to be considered
supraliminal, as we stated earlier, we must be able to show that a human can
extract the message. We are not interested here in whether or not all humans
can extract it, although that would be an interesting follow-on study. Instead,
we just aim to see if human extraction is possible at all; it is sufficient to show
that there exists a human who can extract the message with high accuracy.
5 Note that, as our results show, this tool is not necessary for extraction.
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Fig. 6. Median extraction accuracy of dynamic methods using trained operators

In keeping with historical precedents mentioned before, we employ what
amount to trained operators for our experiments, the people who developed
the dynamic stego-games (AM, VS).6 Strings of bits were chosen randomly and
transmitted, and the trained operators recorded the bits they saw; they could
also record the fact that they knew a bit was transmitted, but that they didn’t
know what it was. Random bitstrings of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 32 bits were used, and
the experiment for each length was repeated five times, using a different random
bitstring each time. There is no data for the 32-bit “one ghost, no pause” case
for Pac-Man; for reasons described below, the effort to extract the bits would
take an onerous amount of time. Also, there were some instances in Pac-Man
where two bits were read correctly, but their order was unclear, and we have
treated those as errors.

The median extraction accuracy from our experiments is shown in Fig. 6. The
Pong accuracy was flawless in all cases; the operator noted that distinguishing
the top and bottom hits on the paddle was not difficult, but definitely took a
while for longer bitstrings – 32 bits may require up to three minutes depending
on the ball’s angle.

The median Pac-Man results, while not perfect, are perhaps more interesting.
The median extraction accuracy is very high for all of them, and for bitstrings
of length 4, 8, 12, and 16, there were always extraction trials having 100 %
accuracy. Of the three 32-bit extraction strategies (more on this below), one had
a perfect trial, and the other two had trials with at most a single-bit error. This
suggests that human extraction of longer messages is feasible, although perhaps
in combination with an error-correcting code. Figure 7 shows the lowest-accuracy
trial for each technique for comparison, and even there some of the Pac-Man
strategies fared tolerably well. The operator noted that trials with more errors
6 As they are co-authors and we are reporting on our own performance rather than
gathering data from other human subjects, no ethics approval is required from our
institution.
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Fig. 7. Lowest extraction accuracy of dynamic methods using trained operators

would often correspond to eating a pill at the wrong time with respect to the
ghosts’ position.

Given these results, it is fair to say that both our Pong and Pac-Man methods
for hiding messages qualify as assured supraliminal steganography methods. For
Pac-Man, however, the results indicate that a combination of further training
for the operator, improved extraction strategies, and coding to compensate for
any errors are required to make it more practical.

More needs to be said on the Pac-Man extraction strategies, though. One
significant difference between Pong and Pac-Man is that Pac-Man allows the
game to be paused, meaning a Pong message must be extracted in real time, but
one dimension of Pac-Man extraction strategy may involve repeated pausing of
the game to interpret the ghost movement. Another dimension is how many
ghosts are carrying the message, which is a tradeoff: more ghosts may be more
complicated to track, but allow for transmitting more bits. With one ghost, the
four pills in a Pac-Man maze yield 8–10 bits, after which the operator must
deliberately die and restart the game, gaining another four pills to work with.
Two ghosts boost this amount to 16–28 bits per level, or 4–7 bits per pill; with all
four ghosts, it increases to 28–32 bits per level (7–8 bits per pill). We emphasize
that tracking four ghosts was only possible with the pixel tracker, which the
operator noted was very helpful for extraction.

Apart from the pixel tracker, the key to extraction seemed to be having the
ghost(s) in a known location when a pill is eaten. A strategy that worked for
two ghosts with pausing, variants of which were used for the other extraction
methods, provides a useful example. The red ghost is the first to leave its “home”
location in the center of the maze and moves towards the upper right-hand
corner. The operator would wait until the red ghost reached this corner, which
is far from any intersections, then eat a pill. While the red ghost is moving
towards an intersection, the pink ghost will have left home, and the pink ghost’s
bits can be recorded before turning attention back to the red ghost and the bits
it is transmitting.
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5 Conclusion

We have refined the notion of supraliminal steganography to create assured
supraliminal steganography, where “assured” means that a human can actually
perceive and extract the elements transmitting a hidden message. This has been
applied to computer games, where we have implemented assured supraliminal
steganography in four games to illustrate different parts of our static/dynamic
taxonomy. Some classification subtleties come down to particulars of a game vari-
ant, and even within a single type of game (e.g., Solitaire) static and dynamic
variants may coexist. Verifying that a method of message hiding is, in fact,
dynamic assured supraliminal steganography means verifying that a (possibly
trained) human is able to extract a hidden message. We performed this verifica-
tion with a number of experiments using trained operators; while experiments
involving humans are not the norm in steganographic research, they make sense
as a practical measure of what is truly sub- and supraliminal.
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